DRYiCE IntelliOps
Enable autonomous IT for proactive
intelligence and predictive analytics

The struggles of enterprise IT
Enterprises today serve a complex user base. Employees and customers are geographically dispersed. They interact and
engage via multiple digital channels across diﬀerent time zones. Service delays and downtime have a much wider and
deeper impact on business reputation, competitive advantage, and organizational productivity. Enterprise IT is, therefore,
under increasing pressure to ensure agile and resilient digital operations.
An eﬀective AIOps strategy that enables zero-touch root cause analysis, hybrid landscape observability, automated
remediation, uniﬁed and seamless visibility across the enterprise can support the IT function to keep pace with changing
business paradigm.
While enterprises today are investing heavily in AIOps tools, these investments are not yielding promised results due to:
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DRYiCE IntelliOps

Enabling AI-driven operational resilience
DRYiCE IntelliOps is an integrated
full-stack, domain-agnostic,
advanced AIOps, and observability
solution that enables enterprises to
predict and optimize their
infrastructure, applications, service
delivery, and cloud innovations.
IntelliOps is a solution that
seamlessly integrates to realize the
vision of true AIOps. It is genetically
developed to manage hybrid
landscapes.
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IntelliOps modules

Outlining solution components

Intelligent event management — ML-driven event correlation engine
Smart cognitive assistance — Conversational AI-powered digital colleague
that makes multi-turn conversations and oﬀers superlative user experience
Advanced uniﬁed reporting — End-to-end business and IT environment view
Holistic cloud lifecycle management — Hybrid cloud lifecycle management to
optimally govern and monitor cloud infrastructure
Intuitive FinOps — Cloud cost visibility, optimization, and governance
State-of-art business ﬂow observability — Contextualize IT data with comprehensive
business ﬂow observability and operational intelligence
Intelligent automated remediation — Data center, network, and uniﬁed communication automation
Proactive service management and orchestration — Core service management
processes coupled with service aggregation and orchestration

IntelliOps features

Empowering next-gen enterprises
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Analytics

o Enhanced business decision making
o Business insights and patterns generated
from large complex datasets
o Anomaly detection and
trend visualization
o End-to-end observability
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Device- or capability- oriented monitoring
User behavior monitoring
End-point monitoring
Network performance monitoring
Application performance monitoring

o Pre-built adapters for third-party
integrations
o Automation recommendations
o Knowledge recommendations
o Workﬂow recommendations
o Autonomous operations

o
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Persona-based reporting
Proactive notiﬁcations
Single-pane visibility
Organization on page

o Root-cause detection
o Anomaly detection
o Historical health and
performance telemetry

o Service status and availability metrics
o Predictive analytics and forecasting
o AI-driven ticket analysis for potential
automation
o Cognitive virtual assistance for natural
language user interaction

Deploy IntelliOps
Getting dual beneﬁts

Operational

Business

• Success rate of ~87% in auto-ticket resolution
and ~95% in change automation
• ~50% reduction in ticket count and ~30%
reduction in response time
• ~88% reduction in time to publish a new service
• ~20% improvement in SLA compliance
• Multiple enterprise integrations and out-of-box
use cases for seamless and quick deployment

• Availability of real-time data to support
proactive business decisions
• End-to-end visibility with advanced
reporting
• ~80% CSAT improvement
• ~25% better asset utilization
• Higher employee productivity and
eﬀectiveness

IntelliOps at work
Success stories

$4B industrial minerals company introduces
automation in provisioning and self-healing
across plants to standardize processes and
improve IT agility, resilience, and eﬃciency
with IntelliOps.

IntelliOps implements uniﬁed element
monitoring and reporting, event
management, and automation for leading
Belgian energy company to simplify IT
ecosystem and promote end-to-end visibility.

88% successful resolution rate

91% successful resolution rate

61% reduction in MTTR

VM readiness timelines reduced
from 3 days to 8 hours

About DRYiCE Software
DRYiCE Software is a division of HCL Technologies focused on building industry-leading software products
for transforming and simplifying IT and business operations by leveraging AI and Cloud.

Our vision focuses on:

Enabling a Service
Oriented Enterprise

AI-Led Service
Assurance

Driving Enterprise-Wide
Digital Agility

Want to know more?
Visit our website at dryice.ai or
write to us at dryicemarketing@hcl.com
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